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Forensic iMplicAtions oF A single duplicAtion in dys448

Abstract: the Y- chromosome is specific to males and therefore very helpful in sexual assault 
cases. commonly forensic used Y-stRs alleles are single–copy loci, however it is known 
that Y –chromosome shows several structural variants such as copy duplications which 
can complicate evidentiary samples Y-stR profile analysis. With this work we focus 
on a DYs448 duplication obtained in a sexual assualt case evidence samples and the 
suspect reference sample matching.
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Introduction 

the Y- chromossome is specific to males and therefore very helpful in sexual 
assault cases where the perpretor’s DnA needs to be identified in the presence of the 
male/female DnA mixtures. 

 commonly used Y-stRs are single–copy loci, however it is known that in some 
Y-stR alleles, copy duplications could be observed in samples originated from a single 
individual. Large scale use of multiple Y-chromosomal microsatellites in forensics 
can reveal such variants.

In this work we focus on a particular sexual assault case, whose victim’s evidences 
− vaginal swab and a pair of undergarments− were in first step studied in search for 
male DnA contribution. these evidences reveal an allelic duplication at DYs448 lied 
on the proximal part of AZFc. In second step the suspect was also studied to compare 
with the evidences and the same duplication was detected on his profile. With this 
case study we pretend to show how a Y-chromosome duplication can reveal of whether 
or not a mixture of multiple allele DnA profile is present in an evidence sample.

Methods

evidence’s DnA was extracted with phenol/chloroform procedures and buccal 
swabs with chelex method. 

Purified DnA was quantified with Quantifiler™ Human DnA and Quantifiler™ 
Y Human male DnA Quantification Kit (Applied Biosystems). All samples were 
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extracted in duplicated and amplified with AmPFlstR® Yfiler® PcR (Applied 
Biosystems) amplification kit according to manufacturer’s.

PcR products electrophoresis was carried out on an ABI Prism 3130xl (Applied 
Biosystems). DnA fragments, allele typing and peak areas were analysed using the 
Genemapper 3.2 (Applied Biosystems).

Results

Figure 1 a) represents Y-stRs results obtained in victim’s vaginal swab, which 
matched with her undergarments profile. note that all loci were single copy alleles, 
even the highly polymorphic locus DYs385a/b have one single allele with area 
approximately twice that of the other Y-stR peaks in same dye color. the results 
revealed a duplication in DYs448 allelic range (Fig.1 b) with almost equal peak area 
and only one repeat unit apart. We concluded that this profile should come from only 
one donor. Later suspect buccal swab analysis revealed the same duplication, as can 
be seen in the Fig 2 a) and b). the suspect was the only one included from matching 
the evidentiary profile.

Discussion

In evidentiary samples from sexual assault cases, differentiation between male 
DnA mixtures and allele duplications must be evaluated according to published rules. 
In this case, was particular easy, because we had only two allele copies in DYs448 
locus. the greater the number of loci, with more than one allele, besides DYs385a/b, 
greater the possibility of having two or more contributors in that sample, unless an 
entire region of Y-chromosome have been duplicated. Y-stRs information in sexual 
assault cases could be an important tool for detecting the number of male donors to 
an evidence specially in male/female mixtures.

otherwise, locus duplication along the Y-chromosome can provide greater strength 
to a match between two samples, however should not prevent the reliable interpretation 
of mixtures.

 special attention should be given to these cases in order to prevent wrong inclusions 
or exclusions from a profile.
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Figure 1 – vaginal swab Y-Filer profile a) and DYs448 loci allele duplication b)

Figure 2 – suspect Y-Filer profile a) and DYs448 loci allele duplication b)




